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On average, students across grades K-8 ended the 
year with lower math and reading achievement 
compared to pre-pandemic.

Achievement was lower for all student groups in 
spring 2020-21.

Students designated as at-risk, Black, and Latinx 
students were disproportionately impacted.

Academic growth rates throughout the 2020-21 
school year were lower than typical; however, math 
growth, particularly in middle school, was closer to 
normal from winter-to-spring.

More time spent in-school receiving live 
instruction likely translated to improved academic 
growth, especially for students designated as at-
risk.

The pandemic’s academic impact in the District 
was similar to findings from national studies.

Estimates in this update likely present a better 
picture because untested students tended to have 
lower attendance and achievement.

1. How does spring achievement from 2021 compare to pre-pandemic
levels in 2019 among different groups of students?

2. How did academic growth rates throughout the 2020-21 school year
compare with academic growth rates from fall, winter, and spring pre-
pandemic?

Throughout the 2020-21 school year, the COVID-19 pandemic 
continued to significantly impact the daily lives of District 
residents. Most students spent the entire school year 
receiving distance learning instruction from hard-working 
educators who adapted curricula and daily lessons plans for 
the virtual classroom. While District students demonstrated 
resiliency and tenacity to continue their educational 
endeavors, the challenge of keeping up with pre-pandemic 
growth rates was daunting.

We applaud the efforts of school leaders and support staff who worked overtime 
to prepare school buildings to meet new pandemic safety protocols that allowed 
many students to access a safe distance learning space at school and others 
to receive live in-person instruction. Our sample of local leveled reading and 
computer adaptive assessment data shows that educators’ efforts helped stem 
devastating academic slide with students demonstrating some growth last year, 
though at slower rates than typical.

This brief utilizes assessment data collected by schools from spring 2021 and 
follows a similar methodology to our December 2020 report. We analyzed data 
to address two primary questions:
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f9857f027d55d2170cd92ac/t/5fdb6d5dc70d2641e55ff244/1608215913800/COVID-19%27s+Impact+on+DC+Student+Achievement+-+EmpowerK12+Initial+Findings+Dec+2020.pdf
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The NWEA brief focused on changes in average percentile rank of students from 
spring 2019 to 2021. Researchers calculated 8-12 percentile point drops in math 
performance and 3-6 percentile point drops in reading across grades 3-8. They also 
found evidence of the disparate impact on the achievement of student groups 
historically furthest from opportunity. Students in high-poverty schools averaged 
additional declines of 4-5 percentile points compared to low-poverty schools.

Source: NWEA 2021, Learning during COVID-19: Reading and math achievement in the 2020-21 school year 

national context

The McKinsey study observed that students averaged four months of unfinished learning 
in reading and five months of unfinished learning in math as the 2020-21 school year 
ended. Their evidence of growing performance gaps was identified based on school-level 
demographics with schools serving majority Black and Latinx learners averaging more 
unfinished learning.

Earlier this fall, McKinsey & Company and the Northwest Evaluation 
Association (NWEA) released separate reports utilizing national 
datasets for assessments that we also analyzed for this report, 
iReady and Measures of Academic Progress (MAP). Both studies 
found greater amounts of unfinished learning in math and evidence 
of growing racial and socioeconomic performance gaps.

Source: McKinsey 2021, COVID-19 and education: The lingering effects of unfinished learning
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cumulative months of unfinished learning due to the pandemiccumulative months of unfinished learning due to the pandemic
by type of school, grades by type of school, grades 11 through  through 66
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Our December 2020 COVID impact report shares how some student groups were 
less likely to be captured in the assessment data. This past spring, about one in every 
eight students at participating schools did not complete their assessment. Untested 
students were not evenly distributed across all student groups. Students designated 
at-risk and students with disabilities were less likely to be tested. We analyzed 
attendance and historical achievement data of both tested and untested students, 
finding untested students had statistically significantly lower attendance during 
2020-21 and lower achievement pre-pandemic.

This means the spring 2020-21 achievement 
and growth estimates in this brief are likely 
to present a slightly better picture than 
actual.

Since most students took their spring 
assessment from home while distance 
learning, we examined the test-taking 
characteristics of our sample population to check whether students were similarly 
engaged in completing their assessment like they would have been in a school 
setting. Like the fall 2020-21 data, we find significant portions of students took 
substantially longer than normal to finish their test while others sped through it 
or were flagged by test vendors for high guess rates. Sensitivity tests showed that 
students with exceptional test-taking characteristics performed atypically, and 
therefore, we limited our sample for analysis to only those students with the most 
reliable test-taking characteristics across all years.

After filtering for the most reliable tests, our sample for analysis represents an 
estimated 84% of early elementary students (K-2) in the District, 52% of upper 
elementary students (3-5), and 39% of middle schoolers (6-8).

Tests considered most reliable have a duration time between the 5th 
and 95th percentile of time taken pre-pandemic and were not flagged for excessive 
guessing.

This summer, we organized a collection of leveled reading, iReady, and MAP 
assessment data from DC Public Schools and DC public charter schools that 
administered the same tests in both spring 2019 and during the 2020-21 school 
year. 

We thank the following schools for graciously providing data to support analysis for this brief: Capital 
City PCS, Center City PCS, Cesar Chavez PCS, DC International PCS, DC Public Schools, Early Childhood 
Academy PCS, E.L. Haynes PCS, Friendship PCS, Inspired Teaching PCS, LAMB PCS, Lee Montessori PCS, 
Mundo Verde PCS, Paul PCS, Perry Street PCS, and Rocketship DC PCS. We also thank the DC Office of the 
State Superintendent of Education for providing additional audited enrollment data by student group 
and grade level that allowed us to better interpret how representative our test sample was of the larger 
District student population.

For additional details about the assessments utilized in this report, please read the December 2020 
COVID slide study. We received more assessment scores for students in lower elementary grades, 
kindergarten through 2nd grade, than in upper elementary and middle school, in part due to more 
schools changing their assessment tools in those grades.
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our spring sample and methodology

participatingparticipating
sample schools’ sample schools’ 
tested studentstested students
compared to dccompared to dc
kk-8 -8 enrollmentenrollment
in in 2020-212020-21

Students who are part of our study sample generally reflect the general DC enrollment population. 
However, there are small differences.

estimated percent of total dcestimated percent of total dc
enrollment included in our testedenrollment included in our tested
sample by grade bandsample by grade band

grade band % in sample

early es (k-2)

upper es (3-5)

middle (6-8)

87%

62%

49%

students designated
at-risk 43% 48%

students with disabilities 16% 18%

english learners 18% 13%

asian 2% 2%

black or african american 57% 67%

hispanic or latino of any
race

23% 18%

white 18% 14%

demographic
tested students

at sample schools
dc

enrollment



academic growth rates throughout the
2020-21 school year were lower than typical

We first observe differences in scale score trends from fall to winter to spring, showing math 
achievement fell off sharply early in the pandemic, but middle school winter to spring growth rates 
returned to near normal. Reading experienced a smaller slide early on, but growth rates 
throughout 2020-21 significantly lagged pre-pandemic norms in all grades.

The good news is that most students 
demonstrated some academic growth 
throughout the year, rebuffing 
predictions that distance learning 
academic growth might more closely 
resemble the type of academic slide 
that is typical during the summer. 
However, the slower growth rate 
means students on average fell behind where they were expected to finish in a normal year.

To quantify the amount of unfinished learning, we utilize the same approach taken by the McKinsey 
study. For MAP and iReady, each student who tests in the fall receives an annual growth target based 
on the typical pre-pandemic growth for students starting at the same baseline score. We analyzed fall-
to-spring growth by finding the average percent of typical growth students achieve. For example, if a 
student is expected to make 10 points of growth and gets 9, then they achieved 90% of the target. 
Based on a 10-month academic calendar, the McKinsey study would translate this difference to one 
month of unfinished learning. As educators, we know academic growth is not necessarily linear, but for 
simplicity and comparative purposes, we follow the McKinsey methodology.

average ela and math combinedaverage ela and math combined
percent of growth target metpercent of growth target met
for students with most reliablefor students with most reliable
testing data grades testing data grades 3-8 3-8 atat
participating schoolsparticipating schools
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fewer early elementary students in
grades k-2 are reading on grade level

In early elementary grades, students read texts to their teacher as 
part of end-of-year leveled reading assessments. We find that 51% 
of all students assessed in grades K-2 in our sample demonstrated 
that they were on or above grade level in spring 2021, representing 
an 18-percentage point drop from their K-2 peers in 2019. Declines 
in reading achievement were more substantial for students 
designated at-risk, a 27-percentage point drop. Data for additional 
student groups can be found in a separate appendix.

students in grades 2-8 are achieving at lower
percentiles than they were two years ago
Like the approach taken by NWEA for their report, we summarize changes in spring 
achievement this year compared to 2019 by calculating the change in median achievement 
percentile ranks for a cohort of students who took the same computer adaptive test (iReady or 
MAP) both springs and had reliable test-taking characteristics both times.

We find an average 9 percentile point drop for all sample students in English Language Arts 
(ELA) and 10-point decline in math. Students designated as at-risk show larger drops in ELA 
and math percentile rank (14 and 13 percentile points, respectively) compared to the peers 
who are not considered at-risk (5 and 8 percentile points). Spring achievement declines were 
larger for Black and Latinx learners compared to their Asian American and White peers.

We find that students in grades 3-8 at participating sample schools saw drops of 50%-60% of growth target met 
compared to 2018-19 in ELA and math, representing approximately 5-6 months of unfinished learning. Students 
designated as at-risk were more likely to have unfinished ELA and math learning than their peers. Find additional 
results by student group, grade band, and subject in the appendix.
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In our conversations with several school leaders at the standout schools with near normal 
growth for students designated as at-risk, leaders conveyed a sense of commitment to 
addressing students’ social-emotional and physical wellbeing last year to handle pandemic 
stress and trauma, doing whatever it took to bring students back into their buildings, and 
using new data sources like wellbeing surveys and blended learning platform engagement 
data to better track their intervention decisions. 

The DC Policy Center is actively interviewing leaders from all the standout schools, most 
have been EmpowerK12 Bold School award winners in the past, and will have a full report 
for their annual comprehensive State of DC Schools.

time spent in-school receiving live 
instruction likely translated to improved
academic growth rates
During 2020-21, some students returned to school in-person to receive live instruction. On 
average, students at participating schools received in-person instruction 4% of the school 
instructional days. We utilized attendance data provided by LEAs to identify the percent of 
instructional days a student was marked “Present In-Person,” which meant they received live 
in-person instruction. Students in “CARES” classrooms who came to school to do their distance 
learning are not considered to meet this definition. We break students into groups that 
represent about the time those students returned for live instruction: those who were distance 
learning the full year, those who returned during the 4th quarter, and those who returned 
during the 3rd quarter or earlier.

data suggests there was a modest benefit to students’ academic growth data suggests there was a modest benefit to students’ academic growth 
rates by returning for some live instruction time last year.rates by returning for some live instruction time last year.
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some schools stood out for growth
rates of students designated at-risk that 
were near pre-pandemic rates
At participating schools in 2018-19, students designated as at-risk averaged achieving 105% of 
their growth target in ELA and Math combined. Recall that if a student’s expected growth target 
from fall-to-spring is 10 points, then students designated as at-risk at participating schools were 
averaging 10.5 points, or approximately one-half month of learning above expected. In 2020-21, 
just three participating schools exceeded that average: Friendship Online, Cleveland ES, and 
Barnard ES, but there were a few more schools (across both DCPS and charter) who nearly met 
this measure.

aavveerraaggee  eellaa  aanndd  mmaatthh  ccoommbbiinneedd  ppeerrcceenntt  ooff  ggrroowwtthh  ttaarrggeett  mmeett  ffoorr 
ssttuuddeennttss  ddeessiiggnnaatteedd  aatt--rriisskk  wwiitthh  mmoosstt  rreelliiaabbllee  tteessttiinngg  ddaattaa  iinn  ggrraaddeess 

33--88  dduurriinngg  22002200-2-211  aatt  ppaarrttiicciippaattiinngg  sscchhoooollss
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call to action
Our findings underscore the challenges facing our students and 
educators as life increasingly returns to “normal.” We have one main 
takeaway: 

Our students need bold goals, 
bold approaches, and bold 
stakeholder collaboration 
to move beyond simple 
recovery to an era where all 
District students, regardless 
of socioeconomic or disability 
status, can thrive in an 
increasingly global labor market.

We call on city leaders to 
engage with our students, 
families, and educators to craft 
a set of remarkable goals we 
want for the next generation of students before this decade ends. Let’s gather the most 
creative, boldest ideas from across the sector and stakeholder groups, pressure testing 
them to determine which are worthy of full investment or a promising pilot investment. Ideas 
should focus on both the academic and social-emotional wellbeing needs of historically 
underperforming student groups like students designated as at-risk and students with 
disabilities.

After investments are decided, we must commit to gathering and sharing frequent data as 
part of an improvement cycle that blends the art of teaching with the science of education. 
The 2020’s will be defined by the COVID-19 pandemic at the beginning and how we choose to 
respond. DC’s Bold Schools taught us that remarkable gains for students designated as at-risk 
are possible when we balance the art and science of education and learn quicker, better, 
together. With inspiring talented educators utilizing a collaborative improvement science 
approach, we can boldly close opportunity gaps for students furthest from the opportunities 
they deserve.




